All notes and citations below are examples (only) of the most commonly used sources. For examples of other kinds of source materials and more specific information, refer to American Medical Association Manual of Style R 119 .A533 2007 OPT Reserve.

Journal Articles

Notes: Abbreviate names of journals according to the National Library of Medicine (PubMed Journal Database)

The issue number or month are only included if pagination is not continuous or in the case of a special issue.


7 Authors or more: Mokdad AH, Ford ES, Bowman BA et al. Monoclonal antibodies which recognize the acidic configuration of the rabies glycoprotein at the surface of the virion can be neutralizing. Virology. 1995;210:400-408.

Discontinuous Pagination
If the journal does not have continuous pagination, include the issue number in brackets after the volume.

Journals without Volume or Issue Numbers
If the journal does not have a volume or issue number, use the date (1). If there is an issue but no volume use the issue in brackets (2).


Journal Supplements

Journal Abstracts

Organization as Author

Organization/Group plus Authors
Note* Do not include “The” in group or organization names

No Author
Books

Notes: Only include edition if other than 1st. Cite the first city listed. For example, if New York, Paris and London were listed as the publisher’s locations, cite New York.

**Personal author(s)**

**Editor(s) as author**

**Organization as Author/Publisher**

**Chapter in a Book**

Other Published Material

**Conference Paper**

**Government Publication**

**Newspaper Article**

**Dictionary**

Unpublished Material

**Preprint (Ahead of Print)**

**Material accepted for publication but not yet published**
Carrau RI. The impact of laryngopharyngeal reflux on patient-reported QOL. *Laryngoscope*. In press.

**Personal Communication**
Do not include personal communication in the list of references.
In a conversation with Bart Simpson, Ph.D., (November 2004)... According to an e-mail from Bull Winkle, Esq, (B. Winkle [bwinkle@whatsamutau.ca], e-mail, November 6, 2004)... The author should provide the date of the communication, as well as the form (oral or written). Highest academic degree to date should also be mentioned.
Thesis/Dissertations

Electronic Material

Online Journal Article with a DOI

Online Journal Article without a DOI

Electronic Book Provided by Library/Vendor

Electronic Book Free Online

Website Personal Author

Website Organization Author

Citing References in your Paper
In text, tables, and legends, identify references with superscript Arabic numerals corresponding to the item in your reference list:
Research Institute of Infectious Disease and was subsequently confirmed to contain viable Bacillus anthracis (anthrax) spores that were dispersible in air. Scanning electron microscopy of the spores used in the Senate…”

Citation used more than once If you are using a citation in more than one location within the paper; you can refer to the same citation number.
…Russia, occupational studies of workers in goat hair processing mills, and modeling analyses by the US Army.

Creating your Bibliography
Title the section REFERENCES (all caps, left justified, no underlining). List the citations in their order of appearance within your paper.

REFERENCES